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Abstract
Given the importance of natural resources exploration, generalization in geological mapping
is receiving increasing interest, though only few reliable automated generalization tools are
available for this purpose today. Thus, improvements to methods for the generalization of
categorical data, such as geological or soil maps are in demand. In this short paper, we
advocate a constraint-based approach for geological map generalization, which could be
implemented by integrating vector and raster based generalization methods. We start by laying
out the conceptual framework of this integrated approach. We then continue by defining some
sample constraints that can be used to control the generalization process. And we show some
initial implementations and experiments with generalization operations in the vector and raster
domain.
1. Introduction
While most research in map generalization has focused on point, line and small-area features typically
found on topographic maps, the generalization of categorical maps has received less attention. However,
given the interest in natural resources exploration, categorical maps, such as geological or soil maps, are
moving into focus again. Categorical maps may either be represented as polygonal subdivisions of
vector data or color-coded pixels of raster data. For the analysis and processing of both vector and raster
data, many functions exist in commercial or open source systems that have the potential of being used
as building blocks of categorical map generalization. Hence, simple polygon processing tools and image
analysis operations have been successfully used in parts of the geological map production process. Yet,
specific tools and integrated workflows for categorical data generalization are still lacking.
Early research aiming at generalization in a raster environment was carried out by Schylberg (1993) or
Su et al. (1997). In vector representations Muller and Wang (1992), Downs and Mackaness (2002),
Steiniger and Weibel (2005) and McCabe (2008) provide examples. The integration of both methods
was addressed by Peter and Weibel (1999) and Smirnoff et al. (2008). Since both the vector and raster
representations have their strengths and weaknesses, an integrated approach exploiting the advantages
of both worlds seems particularly attractive. Thus, the conceptual approach used in this paper is based
on earlier work by Weibel and Dutton (1998) and Peter and Weibel (1999) and aims to improve existing
methods for the generalization of geological maps by integrating vector and raster approaches and
keeping control of the quality on the basis of previously defined constraints.

2. Geological maps and their peculiarities
The objective of a geological map is “to interpretively portray the spatial and temporal relationships of
rocks, unconsolidated earth materials, and landforms at the earth’s surface” (Jirsa & Boerboom 2003: 2).
Geological maps are among the most complex thematic maps, with various elaborate shapes and
structures, rendering the generalization process more complicated and requiring in-depth analysis of
these structures prior to the generalization process.
Figure 1 shows map examples of increasing complexity. In the simple map extract of Figure 1A only
few geological units are involved, with relatively simple shapes, which could be generalized with the

simplification operators. The next level of complexity is many small polygons of the same or similar
geological unit (Fig. 1B), which may be generalized by aggregating units or subunits to a unique unit.
Another level consists of series of elongated polygons of the same units embedded in, and possibly
crossing, other units (Fig. 1C), where the purpose would be to merge neighboring units but try to
maintain their overall arrangement (typification). Another complex type is tree-like, dendritic shapes
which were formed in the later stage of the quaternary period by river streams carrying along sediments
and other minerals and which also describes the position of a river (Fig. 1D). Thus, while simplifying
the tree branches topological consistency based on the map scale should be considered. Here, several
tree branches could be typified and replaced by a smaller number of simplified and aggregated tree
branches. Different types of units, small and big, long and narrow and tree-like features may be gathered
in a small space making the process even more complex (Fig. 1E). Generalizing such complex fabrics
requires making multiple, possibly interrelated (and conflicting) generalization decisions. Such
situations can best be formalized and controlled by using constraints.
The next section gives a brief review of different approaches published in the domain of geological map
generalization, which have the potential to cope with the above peculiarities of geological maps.
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Figure 1. Some examples of geological maps, ordered by the complexity of the shapes and structures
of geological units. Stevens B.P.J et al. (1997).

3. Related work
Before moving to the review of the literature relevant for geological map generalization, it is important
to point out the necessity of improving the existing generalization packages. Several years ago, this
observation was made in a EuroSDR project, which concluded that none of the tested software systems
for automated generalization achieved good results for automating the overall generalization process,
highlighting least flexibility in the customization of the process (Stoter et al., 2010), which would be
crucial for the generalization of complex map types such as geological maps. The situation has not
improved a great deal since then.
The earliest noticeable effort in geological map generalization was by Downs and Mackaness (2002),
attempting to automate the generalization process of producing a 1:250 000 geological map from a 1:50
000 source map, which is a product of the British Geological Survey (BGS), adopting the conceptual
model earlier proposed by Brassel and Weibel (1998). The BGS specialists back then assessed the results
as satisfactory and expressed an interest in further research on the topic. However, it was also concluded
that the approach is dependent on the specific geological map and requires human operator intervention,
making it less flexible and more subjective.
The conceptual workflow model developed by Steiniger and Weibel (2005) is dedicated to the
generalization of thematic maps and has three major stages: structural analysis, generalization and
visualization. Of these, the structural analysis (termed “structure recognition” in the framework by
Brassel and Weibel 1998) is particularly important, since once all the structures are recognized, it
becomes possible to decide “when to generalize” and “how to generalize” (Shea and McMaster 1989).
The second step consists of constraint-based modeling in a multi-agent system, which makes the concept
more objective and flexible. Though keeping the human in the loop ensures the purpose and better
communication of a map, it may also hinder objectivity of the overall process.
Inspired by the conceptual model of Steiniger and Weibel (2005), a generalization workflow based on
ArcGIS tools was developed by McCabe (2008), thus also pointing out the limitations of the ArcGIS
generalization tools. A geological map of the scale 1:24 000 of Santa Rosa, California was generalized
to three scales, 1:50 000, 1:100 000 and 1:250 000. Results were compared to the geological maps
produced by the US Geological Survey (USGS). The work could be summarized as a generalization
experiment, applying the limited tools of ArcGIS available at the time. Nevertheless, the author
concluded that the results obtained from the automated tool were better legible and thus encouraging.
Another experiment on the efficiency ArcGIS was carried out by Smirnoff et al. (2008), also supported
by the later publication of Smirnoff et al. (2012), comparing their own cellular automata (CA) principle
for geological map generalization, which concludes that the cell-based model or cellular automata has
important advantages for the automated generalization of geological maps. In the latter research a plugin called ‘GeoScaler’ to ArcGIS was developed and tested for surficial and bedrock maps. The results
were evaluated and found adequate, while obtaining repeatable results by keeping some amount of
human intervention in the process.

4. Methodology
Our conceptual framework adopts the steps of the approach suggested by Peter and Weibel (1999):
setting the map controls, defining constraints, defining measures, modeling the process and finally
executing the process, while monitoring quality evaluation. Moreover, it may also be regarded as a
dynamic generalization model guided by constraints, where decisions depend on the semantic and
geometrical characteristics of an object or set of objects, requiring existence of procedural knowledge
in order to appropriately select operators and algorithms (Ruas and Plazanet 1996).
One of the fundamental elements of cartographic generalization are the map controls (Brassel and
Weibel 1988), especially the purpose and scale of the map, which have a direct effect on the content of
the map, but also the spatial data model that is used to represent reality. In categorical maps typically
the entire surface of the map is covered with continuous polygons or areal features, with no holes nor
overlaps. Such maps can equally be modeled as vector or raster data model.

Raster generalization is seen by some authors as a preferred choice and ideal for geological mapping at
all scales (Marjoribanks 2010), using classification, reclassification, majority filters, or low and high
pass filters. Additionally, various morphological filters, such as erosion, dilation, opening, or closing
could be used with different filter elements; as well as least-cost operations (Peter & Weibel 1999).
Conversely, the vector representation lends itself better to geometrical transformations of vertices, such
as shifting the position of individual vertices, or removing vertices altogether. Also, since geological
units are modeled as entire polygons rather than simply a collection of pixels, spatial relations between
polygons can be explicitly modeled, enabling better contextual operations, such as contextual
aggregation of sub-categories to a unique category. For instance, in the stratigraphic hierarchy unit types
are merged to a higher hierarchy level, such as Dm (1) and Db (2) and eventually merged to D (3) based
on the scale of the output map. This process, however, should not only be controlled by attribute values,
but also by spatial relations, such as spatial proximity.
𝐷𝑚𝑐 + 𝐷𝑚𝑓 + 𝐷𝑚𝑗 + 𝐷𝑚𝑡 = 𝐷𝑚 (1),
𝐷𝑏ℎ + 𝐷𝑏𝑘 + 𝐷𝑏𝑚 + 𝐷𝑏𝑝 + 𝐷𝑏𝑠 + 𝐷𝑏𝑦 = 𝐷𝑏 (2),
𝐷𝑚 + 𝐷𝑏 = 𝐷 (3).

The next main steps of the framework of Peter and Weibel (1999) consists in defining the generalization
constraints, and in defining the measures that can implement the previously defined constraints and thus
assess whether any constraints are violated. Examples of these steps are given in the next section. It
should be noted that constraints and associated measures also play a crucial role in structure recognition
(Brassel and Weibel 1988).

5. Constraints and generalization of geological maps
From the perspective of map generalization constraints can be defined as a design specification to which
the solutions to a generalization problem should adhere (Weibel and Dutton 1998). Constraints dictate
the decisions, limit the search space of the process and restrict the content of the map, while generalizing
it. They apply at every stage of the map production process, incl. map design, development of the
content, composing the legend of the map and in the portrayal of a map.
Although constraints can be defined regardless of the spatial data model used, vector or raster, their
implementation may differ. For instance, if the pixel size of a raster is already larger than the minimum
visual separation limit, the associated constraints (minimum size, minimum separation distance) will
not apply. Similarly, the measures used to implement the constraints will differ between the two spatial
data models. For instance, distances are measured differently in vector or raster data.
In the process of generalization constraints have following functions:




conflict detection: to identify areas that have to be generalized, for example by evaluating the
quantity and severity of constraint violations
conflict resolution: to guide the choice of operators according to constraints priorities
quality evaluation: to control the effect of an algorithm by detecting constraint violations on
objects after each transformation (Ruas & Plazanet 1996)

Classifications of the constraints are well described in Weibel and Dutton (1998), who propose:
Graphical constraints, which are related to readability of the map features, such as size, width and
differentiation of the objects and which are detected by graphical limits (Weibel and Dutton 1998).
Graphical constraints may be considered from two perspectives: within individual objects (minimum
area, internal width etc. of each area object separately) vs. constraints that are contextual and apply to
multiple objects, such as the minimum separability distance between features.

Regarding so-called “minimum dimensions”, that is, the visual limits used, different researchers and
organizations report different figures, often also influenced by the type of map, the purpose, and the
legend of the map (i.e. the map controls). For instance, it is common practice to use one vertex per mm
or maximum two vertices per mm as a minimum differentiation unit between consecutive vertices
(Lepland 2014), translating to one vertex in 50 meters at 1:50 000 scale. McCabe (2008) advises that
7000 m2 is the minimum area at the scale of 1:50 000, whereas Spiess at al. (2002) state 0.80 mm as
minimum size for a colored area with a contour, which equals to 1600 m2 and is almost five times smaller
than McCabe’s figure. Spiess et al. also provide a series of other useful minimum dimensions.
Topological constraints are related to geometrical accuracy and may accrue after operators such as
elimination, aggregation, or simplification have been applied; or if data has been converted between
vector and raster data types; or if the topological type was changed, such as in a polygon-to-point
collapse, a line-to-point collapse, or a multipoint-to-polygon aggregation. Topological constraints are
meant to ensure the topological relationships of connectivity, adjacency and containment. Moreover,
self-intersection and overlapping of polygons are not allowed, and this part could be controlled by simple
rules included in generalization algorithms, restricting these violations.
Structural constraints define criteria that represent the spatial and semantic structure of the data, where
the former handle preserving shapes and patterns that are typical, whereas the semantic structural
constraints preserve the semantic logical relationship when features are aggregated, such as rock units
merged based on their attribute of the geological unit hierarchy.
This short paper only deals with the initial stage of the generalization of geological maps, with the
constraints only related to individual or few polygons, with selected examples presented below:
Minimum size: polygons should not be smaller than the minimum size limit (which may vary according
to author; see above); Figure 2A. If violated, this constraint can be enforced by an elimination operation
or, if the polygon is considered important (e.g. due to uniqueness of the geological unit), by enlargement.
Minimum distance: Distance between consecutive vertices must not be less than the readability unit.
Thus, vertices falling below this threshold should be removed by line simplification. Likewise, collinear
vertices can be removed in any case, as they do not modify the shape (Fig. 2B).
Interior width: The interior width of polygons should not be less than minimum separability unit (Fig.
2C). To remedy conflicts with this constraint, the polygon can be locally enlarged.
Polygon separability: The distance between two polygons should not be less than minimum readability
unit (Fig. 2D). Otherwise, different options exist: aggregation of the polygons, local enlargement of the
isthmus, or displacement.
Self-intersection: Polygon outlines should not intersect with themselves. Avoiding self-intersection is
approached by using topology rules (e.g. in ArcGIS geodatabase ‘polygons should not intersect’).
Aggregation: Groups of disjoint polygons of the same class may be aggregated. One approach may be
using a seed polygon (i.e. a polygon slightly larger than the separability limit, with the other polygons
being smaller than the limit) and merge the other small polygons within the limit radius of the seed.
Area distribution: The areas gained from eliminating polygons should be evenly distributed based on
the weight of geological units (to avoid the effect of “the rich get richer, the poor get poorer”).
The next section introduces some first experiments using some of the above constraints.
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Figure 2. Describing constraints based on the map content.

6. Experiments and result
For the experiment a geological map of scale 1:25 000 (Stevens B.P.J et al. 1997) was used as input
data. ESRI ArcGIS 10.2, Python 2.7, and morphological filters from OpenCV (Open Source Computer
Vision Library) were implemented in different combinations.
The first step of the experiment aimed to identify polygons that are smaller than the minimum size unit
and then decide whether to eliminate or to retain and enlarge those polygons. The regular selection tool
identified 143 polygon areas with less than the minimum separability unit from 2963 polygons. In order
to eliminate polygons violating the constraint two basic principles were used. First, merging polygons
with neighboring polygons, which have the largest area, or second, merging polygons with the
neighboring polygons, which have the longest shared border (Fig. 3).
The second step was identifying the minimum distance between any part of the polygon and between
polygons. This was also carried out by two approaches. The first uses the point distance tool in ArcGIS,
which calculates the distance between points; subsequently the places violating the constraints are
identified (Fig. 4). The second approach applies buffering in order to find conflict among polygons (as
intersecting buffers). This approach can be used between polygons as well as to check whether the
minimum interior width is maintained.
One of the solutions for this case could be using raster generalization, such as the morphological filters
‘Open’, ‘Close’, ‘Erode’ and ‘Dilate’, which in a sense supports the concept ‘The rich get richer and the
poor get poorer’. Figure 5 shows an experiment using the ‘Dilate’ filter, which implements the concept
‘the rich get richer’ and may improve the polygons to be more readable. This filter is controllable using
different convolution sizes, and also generalizes tree-like shapes and makes small polygons being
merged with bigger neighboring polygons.
Conversely, the ‘Erosion’ filter works the other way round and assists the concept ‘the poor get poorer’.
It is also controlled by means of the kernel size by shrinking pixels in the foreground, though increasing
pixel inside the areas.

Figure 3. Identifying and merging polygons that are too small with a neighbouring polygon. Left:
Before merging. Right: After merging polygons.

Figure 4. Left: Identification of minimum distance between points. Right: Finding places that do not
meet the constraint of minimum distance between vertices.

Figure 5. Application of ‘Dilate’ filter in order to remove small polygons and obtain a generalized view of the
shapes. Left: The original map. Right: The filtered map using Dilate 3x3 kernel size.

7. Conclusions
Automating the generalization of geological maps can be made more objective and flexible by
integrating vector and raster generalization techniques and guiding and monitoring the process with
predefined constraints. Defining constraints, taking into account the properties and peculiarities of
geological maps, however, is a key point accompanied by logical and structural integration of
generalization algorithms. It does not only require generalization algorithms, but also algorithms that
implement the measures needed to assess whether the constraints are maintained. Our simple first
experiments have shown the general approach, but further research must develop and test algorithms
to eventually obtain a complete toolbox of measurement and generalization algorithms.
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